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About Bison
Bison is a provider of business IT solutions. With 30 years of market experience in the
market, we have unique expertise in assisting customers with their IT needs on a long-term
basis.
We develop the business software Bison Process which focuses on flexible company
processes and offers an industry model with specific processes for the industry sectors
agriculture, wholesale, production, retail, steel and trading.
Bison is one of Switzerland's leading IT companies, with a total of five branches in
Switzerland and Germany. The headquarters is in Sursee (near Lucerne). The company
employs over 350 people.

Problem
All of our customers use Microsoft Office on a daily base. Bison Process contains a fully
integrated CRM module assisting employees in planning and monitoring sales projects, sales
and purchasing teams, forecasts and related activities. Our customers are used to work with
Microsoft Word and would like to merge the master data that is stored in the Bison Process
CRM module. Bison Process is integrated with a printing environment and our customers
desire to print a mail merged result using this existing environment.
It is important for us to enable our customer to create mail merge templates by using the
current Microsoft Word file formats (DOC, DOCX). We need a solution that allows for a mail
merge to be performed on the server side. That way, we are able to store the resulting file
directly in the backend system, or execute a mail merge in a background job without any
user attendance. We also need to convert the resulting file to different file formats
(e.g. PDF).
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Solution
To solve the problem, we considered developing a solution on our own without using a
third-party product. However, we realized it is not our core business. We also feared that
the undertaking might get too expensive and take too long. Hence we were evaluating a
number of open source Java libraries. Unfortunately, none of these libraries met our
requirements: these libraries either didn't include a mail merge, or only supported limited
Microsoft Word formats.
When we encountered Aspose.Words for Java, we were surprised by the simple API for
performing a mail merge: only one method. With the sample project downloaded from the
Aspose website, we were able to try a simple mail merge within 30 minutes - it just worked.
To achieve a mail merge using the master data stored in the Bison Process CRM, we added
a new mail merge workflow to the existing customer list business object: this workflow gets
executed on the server side and collects the customer data to be merged and performs a
mapping to the standard Microsoft Word merge field names.
The user first needs to create their own Microsoft Word template and store it within Bison
Process as a mail merge template. To invoke the mail merge function, the user invokes
simple executes the mail merge workflow on a given customer list. The result of the mail
merge is automatically attached to the customer list and may be opened or printed.
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Experience
We were looking for a solution that not only supports Microsoft Word file formats, but also
file formats of the other Microsoft Office Suite tools like Microsoft Excel and Microsoft
Outlook. We were delighted to find Aspose.Total for Java with is comprehensive compilation
of libraries. By choosing Aspose.Total for Java, we are now able to implement further
important office integration features into Bison Process which will strengthen the product’s
market position.
We evaluated a free trial and were able to quickly create a proof of concept. We didn't need
any support - the provided examples and the documentation is extensive and the API is
self-explanatory. It took us only two days to implement the new mail merge workflow and
provide a means to store mail merge templates. The core part of the implementation that
uses the Aspose.Words API took us a mere two hours. When the developer presented the
implementation in a code review, the attending colleagues were impressed upon the simple
and embeddable API provided by the Aspose libraries.
Bison Process is based on Java technology and the server side runs on Microsoft or Linux
operating systems. It was crucial for us to use a pure Java third-party library that does not
depend on native libraries, and therefore does not depend on Microsoft Office libraries.
Aspose.Words for Java is a pure Java library and meets this important criterion.
We are very pleased with the outcome of the implementation. We were able to implement a
mail merge feature in short time. By purchasing Aspose.Total for Java, we believe we have
made a sustainable investment. Bison Process, our flagship product, could be improved by
adding an Office integration feature, which helps our customers to work more efficient with
Bison Process.
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Next Steps
We are looking forward to use more of the Aspose.Total for Java functionality in the near
future.
We plan to generate Excel documents using Aspose.Cells for Java based on arbitrary data
out of Bison Process. This feature will enable customers to use Microsoft Excel to edit large
data sets in an efficient manner.
We also plan to use Aspose.Email for Java to parse incoming mail messages in the MSG file
format in order to automatically attach the message to the associated business object in
Bison Process (e.g. Lead, Service Order). Another improvement will be the possibility to
automatically send mail messages out of Bison Process containing rich content and
attachments.
These features will help our customers to complete their daily business more efficient and
will improve the market position of Bison Process.

Summary
We are satisfied with all the aspects when integrating a third-party library into a product:
An easy-to-understand but comprehensive API, a pure Java library, extensive
documentation and self-explanatory examples. We also would like to mention the pleasant
cooperation with the representatives of Aspose regarding the negotiation of the OEM
license.
With Aspose.Total for Java we have now a good reference for what a third-party API should
look like. This helps us when we need to evaluate other third-party libraries for special
features that we want to integrate into Bison Process. We recommend Aspose.Total for Java
to other companies having similar challenges like we do.
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